
#36 State Parks concurs that the Historic District should offer a “Spirit of Place” that
allows separation from the nearby urban area.  Please also see response # 34.

#37 While State Parks agrees with the “Friends” regarding the “Spirit of Place” for the
Historic District, we disagree that reducing intensity in the hollow area is the best way to
achieve that goal.  The hollow area is central to the Historic District and a natural
gathering point.  It also provides the best opportunities to allow ADA accessibility to the
site while minimizing impacts to the historic fabric.  Solitude would be found at the
fringes.  In order to promote a pedestrian friendly environment, vehicles except for small
shuttles (golf cart type) will be discouraged from traversing the central areas of the
Historic District.  No large delivery or service vehicles will be allowed between the hours
of 10 AM and 4 PM.  An aquatics program and the Historic District cannot be separated
because it is part of the Historic District identity and the water must be accessible to the
program.  The aquatic program allows the public an exceptional opportunity to interpret
the aquatic resources and to protect both the public and the resources during recreational
activities.





#38 In recognition of the park’s importance as a large natural coastal open space area
in Southern California, the original 1982 General Plan proposed park development
(including coastal park facilities) to be located in areas that were already developed or
impacted by past activities.  Current proposals for the Crystal Cove Historic District as
well as the El Morro area remain consistent with the original General Plan concepts for
the park. Each of these park development areas has been planned carefully for its most
appropriate and efficient use so that most of the park could be preserved as natural open
space.  During the course of the PPUP planning, there was an opportunity to
appropriately provide for programs that serve not only the Historic District but also the
rest of the park (such facilities for underwater park interpretation).  

State Parks believes that the proposed PPUP adaptive uses are appropriate and should not
adversely impact Crystal Cove’s resources or visitor experience quality.  Phased
implementation will allow the Department to monitor and adjust programs, facilities, and
activities to minimize resource impacts.  This has the added benefit of minimizing
encroachment on existing park facilities and avoiding potential development of additional
areas in the park.  Different interpretive programs are appropriate for different portions of
the park.  Since the Historic District is an existing developed area, it will provide
educational opportunities to the public (in park locations that effectively serve
educational purposes) and are available in the immediate future.  State Parks will also
utilize the facilities available elsewhere in the park including Park Headquarters, Los
Trancos, and, in the future, the El Morro Day Use facilities.





#39 Please see responses # 6, 24, 27, 29 & 30.  The suggestions in the PPUP for how
each cottage may be used are intended to be flexible over time.  Primary visitation
activity and traffic in the Hollow or the core access road is anticipated to be related to day
use access to Crystal Cove Beach (see Chart C: Estimates of Instantaneous Occupancy by
Program, page 85), not adaptive cottage use.  If public access from Los Trancos to the
beach is to be maintained, continuing the use of the beach road as the access path is
essential to effective circulation, accessibility, and assuring the overnight cottages will be
in quieter more private areas of Crystal Cove.  This type of accessibility is also one of
many reasons for establishing the Village Center site concept with its visitor serving day
use adaptive uses along the core access road axis.  





#40 Crystal Cove State Park is the largest and most sensitive of the state
parks located within Orange County.  Park operations management considers
the location of the resource ecologist and other key park staff when analyzing
travel costs, personnel resources, work assignments, natural resource needs and
public services.  Park management will place their staff where they are most
needed.

#41 Please see responses # 37 & 39.  Additionally, due to the nature of the
cottage setup in the hollow area, there will be a lack of privacy.  If the CARE
program outgrows the hollow area, then portions of the program may need to
locate in the Los Trancos facility or a future study may determine if additional
space is needed at Los Trancos.  Such a determination would not be made until
after implementation of the CARE program and a need is established.  Part of the
reason for locating these facilities in CCHD is also to make interpretive staff and
CARE volunteers more available to serve the visiting public and certain resource
protection surveillance benefits.





#42 State Parks respectfully disagrees. Ocean recreation is a year round
activity at Crystal Cove State Park Historic District.  The increase of visitation
anticipated in the implementation of the PPUP will require the aquatic staff at
Crystal Cove State Park to have a significant presence within the Historic District.
The Lifeguard Substation planned for cottage 22 will provide the necessary
support for lifeguard staff that will be present to meet this increase in ocean
recreation.   Additionally, the lifeguard staff at Crystal Cove State Park is fully
engaged in the protection and public education of the tidal and inter-tidal zones
offshore of Crystal Cove Historic District.  The Lifeguard Substation will also
support these important resource management and interpretive efforts.  Crystal
Cove is geographically isolated from other areas and vehicles cannot traverse
the between areas during high tide.  A vehicle would be kept on the beach for
quick response through radio contact.





#43 State Parks intends to keep the rates low.  The AAA standards or a
percentage of local rates was identified as a way of determining a common index
or standard.  It is the intent of State Parks to utilize the revenues generated by
overnight accommodations for the continuous historic restoration/maintenance
that the Historic District will require, possibly through the use of a non-profit
organization.  Such maintenance and restoration would be more costly than the
cost of taxes borne by private hotels.

#44 Please see Sections 4.2.1 and 7.1.1 and response # 3.  The Historic
Landscape Management Plan will determine all appropriate landscape elements
and subsequent treatments within the Historic District.  Outside of the Historic
District, appropriate coastal native plants will be planted in accordance with
HCCP standards and fire management goals.  It is not likely that such
landscaping elements would impact views from the cottages or highway but they
may not provide optimum visual screening.





# 45 Trash removal will be located at the new parking lot and delivery trucks
will be limited to off-peak hours.  Please see response # 13.  At least 10 to 15
vehicles will be able to stack on the entrance road before the kiosk and an
additional 5 to 10 vehicles on PCH in the right turn pocket.  Signing will be
provided to direct traffic to Los Trancos.  Minor widening will be required to
provide emergency vehicle access (fire) and accommodate traffic to enter the
Historic District at the kiosk.





# 46 The adaptive use plan for Cottage #15 can accommodate the use but
Cottage #5 cannot due to lower ceilings.   The outdoor area at Cottage #5 could
be utilized by the public.





#47 The garage at Cottage #5 will be retrofitted as a public restroom.  At full
implementation, visitors would have both the cottage #5 garage-restroom and the
Los Trancos restroom to serve their needs upon arrival or departure.  For beach
visitors there are other proposed restroom facilities also.





#48 State Parks acknowledges the potential of “splitting” cottages designated
for park employee housing to increase space for other programs.  However, the
cottages, in general, are relatively small housing units and splitting them may not
provide a reasonable amount of space for an employee and his/her family.
Additionally, “splitting” cottages may also have impacts on the historic fabric of
the cottage.  Please also see response # 31.

#49 Please refer to the changes on the PPUP Map 5.  Cottage # 45 is still
proposed for operations and maintenance but # 5 has been changed to possible
use for employees, interpretive docents, program use or a house museum.  The
sitting area could be used by the public.

#50 Thank you for your comment, an outbuilding will be added for Visitor
Center use.

#51 The archives may be moved to Cottage # 5 and away from the creek and
potential flooding.

#52 Thank you for your comment, the pedestrian bridge, while shown on the
Investigations and Interim Protection Plan has been added to Sections 2.1.1 and
4.2.10 as a permanent feature of the Historic District.





#53 Check in at Los Trancos was considered during the development of the
PPUP.  However, having on-site check in requires less staff and helps to keep
the operational costs down.  It would also allow the overnight guests the ability to
leave their luggage in the Historic District before they park at Los Trancos.
Cottage #35 also allows the manager of the overnight program good visibility
from the deck to direct or point out CCHD locations to visitors.  This also allows
the manager the capability for informal observation or surveillance of CCHD.
Although there may be changing needs over time, the commitment to overnight
accommodations is a permanent commitment and a primary PPUP adaptive use
program that continues a historic use/experience which serves the general
visiting public. Art serves a specific user group that is one of several active
interests at the Historic District.  It may be possible to utilize part of the classroom
facility for art on an occasional basis.

State Parks agrees that the arts should be included as a valuable, important, and desirable
part of the Crystal Cove Historic District adaptive use program.  Due to the number of
competing and worthwhile adaptive uses for the Crystal Cove cottages, shared use of
cottages and facilities will be essential to the flexibility needed to provide opportunities
for the many proposals and programs that are appropriate to Crystal Cove.  The PPUP
considers arts to be one program that would share in the use of the public and flexible use
facilities proposed for Crystal Cove.  The PPUP offers the following opportunities for
shared use of facilities that could be a part of a Crystal Cove arts program:

• Existing activity involving artists and art classes using Crystal Cove as a subject for
artwork would continue and be encouraged.

• The multi-use classroom (cottage #34) can be reserved for art classes, seminars, and
special exhibits (if the exhibit facility is not large enough) or events.

• The Outdoor Commons area can also be reserved for art classes, seminars, or special
events.  Adjacent support facilities (cottages #42, #43, or #44 could be used for lesson
or presentation preparation). 

• Several of these facilities may be used for a large special event involving the Village
Center area such as past Conservancy fund raising events or perhaps as a remote
venue for the annual Laguna Beach Arts Festival.

• Crystal Cove related art can and should be displayed in more than one location or
time.  Possible locations can be the exhibit/demonstration facility, the multi-use
classroom facility, the visitor orientation center, and the café.

• Sale of Crystal Cove related art could be made available in several ways.  There could
be special events that would be located in several cottages and the Village Center
area.  There could scheduled exhibitions in the exhibit/demonstration facility and/or
multi-use classroom facility such as past Conservancy fund raising events 





• The Overnight Accommodations Program could include an overnight workshop
subprogram that would provide short-term cottage accommodations for artists as well
as research visitors participating in a Crystal Cove program or activity.  This could
make a range of cottage choices available in a flexible manner that could adjust to
changing needs or circumstances.  When there is no participant in the overnight
workshop program, then overnight cottages would continue to be available to the
general public.  This would allow for flexibility and optimum shared use of available
cottages.

Providing a permanent home for an art organization would be considered an exclusive
use.  Exclusive use was a primary criticism and reason for public opposition causing
cancellation of the previous Crystal Cove concession proposal.  A primary PPUP
objective is to provide broad public access and use and avoiding exclusive use.

Overnight accommodations will be the primary adaptive use within the Historic District.
It is a use that will serve the broadest public and provide a unique visitor experience that
is most directly related to the original reason that Crystal Cove and its cottages were
created…overnight accommodations for coastal recreation and enjoyment.  Efficient and
viable operating arrangements will be critical to First Phase rehabilitation visitor use as
well as a completed PPUP development.  This means that combining the registration
office and manager’s residence in the Historic District will provide for easier availability
of overnight accommodation staff to overnight guests as well as a more effective
operation of the overnight accommodation program.  In addition, this avoids the
construction and cost of a new facility that would reduce the Los Trancos coastal access
parking capacity.  For these reasons, Cottage #35 should remain as the preferred location
for the overnight registration office and manager’s residence.

#54 Thank you for your comment.  Cottages that cannot be used for other
adaptive uses could also become house museums, as appropriate.

#55 Thank you for your comment.  The PPUP does indicate that these
designations are flexible.

#56 Please see response #53.





#57 State Parks will follow its existing concession policies.  Although the term
of 5 years is a good goal, the terms of the future concession agreements will
need to incorporate both the PPUP guidelines (which are restrictive) and
economic feasibility.  This may affect the length of the contract depending on the
contractor’s investment in the site.  Please also see response #35.

#58 It is State Parks preference to keep the flexible exhibit in Cottage # 46
because it is working well under the Interim Plan and it is centrally located.  The
location of the store needs to be flexible and may not require a cottage, instead
using a portion of a cottage, an outdoor area, or a seasonal tent.





#59 Please see response # 53.





#60 Please see response # 24.  During the public workshops, there was not a
lot of public support for an artist in residence program at the Historic District.  An
artist in residence or other similar programs could be organized on a special
event basis but not on a permanent basis.  The artist support at the Historic
District can be incorporated into the CARE program.





Information - No Response Necessary





Information – No Response Necessary





#61 Please see responses # 46, # 47, # 53, # 54, and # 58.

#62 The Historic Landscape Management Plan will determine appropriate
historic elements to remain within the Historic District in accordance with the U.S.
Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Historic Properties and Cultural Landscapes.
It is anticipated that many of the telephone poles would be considered a
contributing feature to the historic landscape.  Utilities are proposed in Section
2.1.3 of the EIR.




